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THE NEW YEAR
As we stand on the threshold of the dawning
year, we wonder what the future holds before us.
But we wonder in vain, and our efforts to fathom
the unknown are futile.

While the future is obscure, the past is spread
before us. We remember the days, as one by one
they slipped away into dim, distant oblivion. The
There are
days are gone, but the deeds remain.
deeds that will ever remain in our mind, though the

days have faded from our memory.
Now is the time to review our past life. Has our
conduct been satisfactory? Have we employed our
time and talents to the best advantage? Have we
been a success spiritually and temporarily? Have
we grasped the opportunity to do good? Have we
kept the Golden Rule?
Perhaps we might think it is difficult to answer
these questions, but it is not. Let us imagine that
we are called upon to live the past year over. Would

we live it in the same way that we did? Most probably not. When we reflect thus, our faults come
back to our minds: we see our mistakes, we see the

little acts we might have done, but neglected to do.
‘That we see our own faults is a hopeful sign.
Let us make note of these faults and make good
resolutions. They need not be long and elaborate;
these are too easily broken. Let them be short and
simple, just our faults that need correcting. If we
do this, then next year’s resolutions will not embrace all the faults of this year.

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS
Man is essentially a social being. Unless one is
grounded in selfishness, immersed in easy going
ways of the idler, he cannot but feel that he owes
it to his fellowman, to his employer, to society, to
mankind to take active interest in the many things
about him that call for willing workers.
The so-called composed beings, who can look on
with a simian smile at those who find time to inter-

est themselves in something outside themselves, are
never really happy. Possessors of either blank
minds, incapable of refined pleasure, or carping cri-

tics ever alert to say how things should not have
been done, these men of leisure act as a drag on
healthy society to-day. The world would be better
off without them, for their very presence discourages some of their fellowmen who fear their covered scoffs and whispered criticisms.
Cooperate at college wherever you can. Keep

away from the rabble who find fault but never lend
a hand. Remember that happiness is yours the day
you learn the truth that happiness comes to him

who rids himself of “self”. Love for your fellowman, activity in what tends to the uplift of humanity, and cooperation, above all, in religious, social,
and educational work is the first step to happiness,
and the secret that opens a world of peace and contentment to you.

“TI have no time” is a common excuse heard every
day. If all men would say “I have no time”, what
a cold world this would be, every man living for
himself.
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Mal de Mer
e By Jim Brown
Seasickness! The Greeks had a word
for it, and so did the French,—“mal de

mer.” Some say that Mother Sills Pils
will cure seasickness. Lacey prescribed
ipecac for the light-fingered fellow

He instinctly hated this loud mouth, but he muttered something like “Lashey.” He couldn’t bring
himself to tell the stranger that his home town was

passenger who occupied the stateroom
next door.

Dubuque, because the word was too suggestive of

Me LACEY was seasick. The steward knew
it, the passengers knew it, and worst of all,

Mr. Lacey was more than aware of it. Mr. Lacey
wasn’t surprised, however, because you see he knew
he was going to be seasick long before, yes, even before his train left Dubuque for New York.
A tight silk thread about the little toe on the left
foot, a pinch of salt on the tongue before retiring,

the condition of his stomach.

Funny, but it seemed

that there was something suggestive in everything
he saw or heard.
“Lashey, eh? I used to know a Lashey myself,
up in Cambridge. I guess you’re no relation, though.
I think the fellow I knew was a Swede.”
In a way, Lacey enjoyed the visit of the stranger.
Here was a man who was willing to do all the talking, and let the other fellow do the thinking. He
pictured the garrulous stranger as the central character in any number of Chinese torture scenes. He
visioned Mr. Smithers captured by Indians and tied
to a stake. He just reached the scalping part, the

and two glasses of water taken in one breath,—all
tried and true antidotes affectionately given by “old

good part, especially saved for dessert, when some-

travelers” back in Dubuque, had not been proof

thing the stranger said punctured his subconscious

against Mr. Lacey’s ultimate condition.
At this time, naught but a delicately blue-tinged

mind and brought him to reality.

nose, resembling a western sunset, could be seen of

Mr. Lacey as he reclined on a chair on the upper
deck of the “President Garfield,” two days out of
New York.
Mr. Lacey reflected bitterly on his predicament.
Three days to go yet, and then nothing to look forward to but five more days on the return voyage.

What was it Pete Biddle had said? Oh, yes! “Now,
listen, Elmer, if you feel yourself getting seasick,
just remember it’s all in your mind. Yes, sir; I
know.

Made the trip four times, and never once

got seasick.” Elmer Lacey thought more about Pete
Biddle, and the more he thought the more he felt

that his friendship with Biddle was at an end.

A portly individual, with a disgustingly healthy
color, strode briskly up the deck, and sat down with

great gusto in the chair adjoining Lacey’s. After
expanding his lungs loudly three or four times,
punctuating the gestures with vigorous thumps
across his ample chest, and brazenly remarking that
“this sea air certainly brings out the man ina fellow,” the stranger addressed Lacey.
“Howdy, shipmate! Allow me to introduce myself. My name’s Smithers, out of Boston. What’s
yours?”

Lacey thought it didn’t make much difference.
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“Yes, sir, only my second trip, and I’m invited to
eat with the Captain to-night. Man, what a menu!
Shrimp salad, roast pork, breaded...”
“Roast pork” did the trick. Mr. Lacey bounded
out of his blanket, and with his faith in fellowman

thoroughly destroyed, galloped madly across the
deck to the rail.
Two minutes later, a ghastly two minutes made
infinitely worse by the lusty back thumping of the
“helpful” stranger to “a shipmate in distress,” Mr.
Lacey straightened up. A baleful gleam, from a
pair of bloodshot eyes, rather startled Mr. Smithers. Anticipating mayhem, he stepped back a pace,
and then relaxed in puzzled limpness against the
rail, as Mr. Lacey turned on his heel and did his
best to walk in hurt stiffness from the scene.
Arrived in his stateroom, Mr. Lacey felt much
better. He had learned that Pete Biddle was a man

not to be trusted. It most certainly was not all in
the mind. He had found something upon which his
imagination could work, thereby helping to pass
the dull hours. The latter had reference to the fate
of one of his fellow passengers named Smithers.
“Boiling in oil” was given consideration, but it was
found too trite, and necessitated the waste of a lot

of precious oil, and Mr. Lacey was a frugal man.
The reverie continued from a prone position on

the bunk, and Lacey’s mind’s eye was doing famously when the most repulsive voice he had ever
heard, wafted to his ears through the narrow wall

of the stateroom. Mr. Lacey reacted in “sotto
voce.”
“Ow! that blasted Smithers has the next room.
Of all the luck!”
Mr. Smithers was talking now, presumably to a
companion:

“Well, if this ain’t the lousiest trip we ever made.
Only four watches, two tie-pins, and a necklace so
far! Yeh, and what’s more ... Aw, don’t be so
chicken-hearted
; they ain’t nobody around. Every-

body’s down in the restaurant at the Captain’s dinner. Now where was I? Oh, yeah, listen! we got
only three more days.

What we got now won't

even pay for our tips. It’s up to you to roll that fat
dame for her diamond bracelet to-night at the big
ball in the saloon. Pull the ‘holding hands on the
moonlit deck’ on her. ‘That ought to work, and if
it don’t, just picture you and me havin’ to go to
work over in Paris or some place, trying to get our
passage back home.”
There was more, much more, but Mr. Lacey in
the next room had heard all that he needed. He
reached for his watch, and wasn’t one bit surprised

to find it wasn’t there.
He was so happy he leaned back in perfect peace.
He thought and thought. You see, a thing like this
takes a lot of thought. Eventually he arose, crossed
to the medicine chest, took therefrom a_ bottle,
pocketed the same, and then stepped lightly from
the room.
Mr. Lacey hummed softly, if unmusically, to himself, as he made his way to the crowded restaurant.
He purchased two sandwiches,—pork sandwiches,

and then hastened to the stateroom occupied by
Mr. Smithers, out of Boston.

bird had not flown.

He listened.

The

He knocked! A scurrying

noise, followed by a faltering, “Who’s there?”
greeted him.
He announced himself and was

granted admittance.

Mr. Lacey at once stepped to the wall and tapped
it significantly. He glanced over his shoulder at
the two, and in a very meaning tone said: “You
know I occupy the next stateroom, and I wouldn’t
have believed these walls were so thin, except for
the fact that a few minutes ago I heard you boys

talking and I could hear you real plain.”
Two thunderstruck gentlemen, one a portly individual from Boston, backed, mouth agape towards
the door.

His idea deftly put across, Mr. Lacey changed his
tone and bade the others be not afraid, that he, one
Lucey, late of Dubuque, was well aware that people had to makea living, and if these boys would

just give himthe pilfered jewelry, along with the
names of the rightful owners, he would forget all

about the incident.
With the labeled pieces of jewelry in his pocket,
Mr. Lacey’s mind now turned into a new channel.
“You know, Smithers, I rather like you. I’ve

brought youa little present,—sandwiches. Go ahead
and eat ’em now.”
The last words were uttered in rather determined
accents, so the bewildered Smithers gulped voraciously.
“All finished? O. K. Here’s a little apertif. It’s
very good for digestion; at least that’s what I’ve

heard.”

He proffered the bottle to Smithers.

All dubious bewilderment left that worthy, and

his face took on a pasty appearance as he read the
label, “Ipecac.”
Mr. Lacey was not satisfied until every drop had
descended the Smithers’ hatch, and then with a
mock bow he took his leave.

*

x

*

Mr. Lacey reclined on his bed with a feeling of
peace. The night was beautiful. Now and then,
something stirring in the next, stateroom broke the
silence with awful retching noises, but somehow
Mr. Lacey enjoyed them. With each repetition of
the odd noise, Mr. Lacey sighed deeply.

“Open a great book in the braced spirit with
which you would listen to a great man. Read it
with the whole of your brain and soul. Tire yourself (would you not tire yourself at tennis?). Reflect. After an interval, read again. By this process,
and by no other, will a book enter into you, become

a part of you, and reappear in your life.”
—Arnold Bennett.
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Does Education Weaken Religious Faith?
@ By James Schopler
In a recent study we find evidence concerning the influence of modern educative forces upon religious convictions.
Felons and delinquents agree quite
closely with better-behaved folk as to
the relative importance of the Ten
Commandments.

soever, should rise up almost to a man, and make

such statements with no regard to truth, to teach-

Wisconsin, Sept. 1. The sophomore class of
. College is the most pessimistic of the four
classes, and sixty per cent of its members are in-

ings that have withstood persecutions for hundreds
and hundreds of years, is beyond me.
If the entire survey was intended as a grand joke,
or merely a noble experiment to gain publicity, it
certainly turned out to be a low attempt. There
is no use in becoming too serious, too condemnatory
over the subject. One does not take a maniac or a
fanatic too literally.
For nigh onto two thousand years, Christ’s divinity has been maintained by millions of Christians.
Philosophers, learned men, saints, kings, and presidents have upheld the doctrines of Christianity for
centuries, yet along comes a band of know-it-alls,
raising their voices, through a syndicated press article, and crying out “I do not believe!”

creasing in pessimism, according to a survey

If education does weaken religious faith, it is

DL) cane the summer months, towards the
end of vacation, to be exact, I ran across an

article in one of the local newspapers that interested
me a great deal, so much so that I clipped it for future reference. What struck me most in this article was, what I would term, its utter ridiculousness.
It read as follows:

made by the Round Table, student publication.
The seniors, traditionally considered the most
gloomy group, are ten per cent more hopeful
than the sophs. Seventy per cent of the freshmen
are optimists, and indicated their optimism is in-

creasing with their education.
The seniors, however, feel that education has

weakened their religious faith, None of the
seniors believed that the whale swallowed Jonah,
while only seventeen per cent of the frosh answered “yes” to that query.
Seventy-four per cent of the freshmen believed
that Christ was “immortal, divinely conceived,
and that He rose from the dead.”
The majority of the juniors do not believe in
the divinity of Christ, and sophomores were equally divided on the question.

This article appeared in a Dayton daily some time
ago. When I| haphazardly ran into it, I was astounded momentarily. I reread it to make sure that
no misinterpretation of its meaning had been made.
Whether it was intended to be a grand joke, or really a religious survey, was not self-evident.

Now, five months later, I came across it again as
I was going through a stack of newspaper clippings.
Its contents remained as bizarre, as brazen, as ridic-

ulous in every sense of the word as I had found it
back in September.
That a group of seniors, juniors, and sophomores,
exponents of a college training, superior to those
who failed to receive any college education whatPage six

high time to analyze the kind of education offered
in some of our universities and colleges. It was religion that brought about law, order, advancement,
and education., If religion did all this, how in the

world does education weaken religious faith? Instruction might, but not a real education.
In another recent study, the Ten Commendments
according to the King James version were printed
in random order on sheets of paper, and these

sheets were distributed to 148 mid-west college students (85 men and 63 women), to 200 prisoners in
the Illinois State Penitentiary at Joliet, to 145 boys
in the Illinois State Reformatory at Pontiac, and to

31 parents. The instructions were: “Number the
following ten commandments in order according to
their relative importance TO YOU. Number them
in order from 1 to 10. Number 1 will be the most
important; number 2 will be next in importance.

Number 10 will be the least important.”
The following is a digest of “Attitude toward the
Ten Commandments”:
1. There is a marked degree of agreement in attitudes of college students and penitentiary inmates
toward the ten commandments.
2. There is closer agreement among the college

students than among the prisoners as to the relative importance of the ten commandments.
3. Prisoners and students consider the commandment not to kill as most important, while keeping
the Sabbath holy is least important.

4. College students and prisoners tend to rate
the commandments which deal with the duties of
man to man higher than those which deal with the
duties of man to God. (This is a reversal of the
biblical order.)
Here we find felons and delinquents agreeing
quite closely with better-behaved folk as to the relative importance of the Commandments. But what
did they understand.
by “important”? To what ex-

tent did either group thoroughly respect and intend
to observe the Commandments which they ranked
highest? “This is a question which paper-and-pencil tests fail to answer when attitudes are under investigation”, observes an able critic. Research
workers should endeavor to discriminate better between data concerning attitude and data concern-

ing subjects’ knowledge of the appropriate or desirable response.

Hunting the Groundhog
e By Jack Wick
We always were skeptical about that
groundhog’s seeing his own shadow on
February 1, and working in cahoots
with the weatherman. Jack’s article on
the groundhog is an eye-opener for us.
We didn’t know he was such an interesting “critter”.

hunt.

Then, too, they make an excellent meal, and

are about the cleanest animal (contrary to popular
opinion) that can be eaten. So, even if I did not
like hunting them for the sport, the thought of eating a roasted groundhog makes me work and sweat
to capture one.

Amore

I am glad to have the opportun-

ity to attend college, the scholastic year takes
up one season I should like to enjoy, and that is
the hunting season. Letters from friends, telling
me how many rabbits they bagged, while | was
droning over “Gray’s Elegy in a Churchyard”, used
to make me feel that I would be glad to quit
school,—during the fall, anyway, and be much happier. But I finally solved the problem by making
a hunting season of my own,—the three months’
vacation, and the game to be hunted,—groundhogs,
animals that are fine eating in the summer season.
You may think that hunting such an animal,
usually characterized as a sleepy fellow, is no sport.
I can truthfully say that very few people see
groundhogs, out in a clear field, sleeping, especially
in a district where they are continually hunted. You
can usually see quite a few rabbits, but seldom hit
any. You don’t even see groundhogs unless you
know their haunts and habits.

Then, too, it is

quite difficult to approach one in the hilly Pennsylvania country, without his hearing you. And when
he hears you, you have no chance to fire.
Groundhogs have an uncanny acuteness of their
natural senses and instincts that makes them, in
my opinion, the most interesting of small game to

There are several facts that must be considered in
getting a groundhog. You may either stalk him, or
you may dig him out. In stalking one, you must
depend upon your skill, your patience, and your

gun. A good .22 calibre rifle will kill the animal at
a reasonable range, but the more powerful 25-20

rifle, with a soft-nosed bullet, is about the best gun
for hunting this game.
You must first locate the burrowed holes of the
groundhogs. This is not always so easy. Some of
these tunnels are very cleverly concealed, and are

found in almost impregnable places.

‘They will

emerge from between the roots of a great tree, or

under a great rock, while others may wind beneath
a fence, or under some debris that is practically
immovable.
The less wary groundhogs, however, save the
hunter’s fun by making their holes out in an open
field. These are the ones I hunt. The only fault
with them is that they are quite tough to eat, since
they are usually far from water. But the toughness
is not considered when you eat a groundhog that
you, yourself, have killed and cleaned. The only
sensation experienced is one of full satisfaction.

Digging them out is where the work comes in.
You must be sure to see the animal go into the hole

before you dig in after him, for it is hard enough
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to find him if you saw himgo in, much less depending upon a guess that he is in there. Even if the

thankfully, some of the holes only a little way into

hole is in a field, and the digging proces to be comparatively easy, you may not extract the beast without a great deal of work.
When the ground is soft, however, the groundhog can dig faster than you can, and can go out
through some secret tunnel while you are still dig-

twisting passages. In these holes the big, heavy
fellows usually have their homes, being too lazy, I

ging. Then, too, he will often dig a small hole into
the side of the tunnel, and pack the dirt tight around
it, so that the hunter continues to follow the main

tunnel, and thus passes up the prize.

A good dog

is of invaluable aid in such a case, for he can follow the groundhog along the route he has taken,
and save the hunter some useless digging.

But even if you dig out the entire hole, and convince yourself that an animal has outwitted you and
escaped, there is still a great deal of pleasure to be

gained by studying the homes of these little creatures.

Groundhogs are clever engineers, and make

their homes as neat as possible. The tunnels are
brushed smooth and hard by the rough, bristly fur
of the animal as he passes in and out of the hole.
Never have I found any water collected in the
tunnels, even though I had dug through a rainstorm
several times. At the entrance of the hole I have
often come upona strange little room that I cannot

understand. The fact that it is lined with soft
hairs and fragments makes it look like a nest, but
I have always found the nest further back from the

opening, in the same hole. This queer room must
be used temporarily by the animal, for it is liable to
be destroyed by heavy rains, because of its nearness to the entrance.
From the entrance, the tunnel continues. some
distance, according to the groundhog’s ambition, to

the nest. Often the hole will twist and fork, and
have blind passages leading from the main one.

Groundhogs must figure on someone’s coming at
night, for their holes fool even trained dogs.
I have found that the more ambitious and compli-

the ground, and are not complicated by forks and

suppose, to dig any farther to insure their safety.
We dug out one of these big fellows one night,

using a flashlight to guide us in our digging.

His

tunnel was one of the shortest I have ever seen, be-

ing only four feet (straight down) to the nest. My
friend saw the first trace of the animal’s fur, and
promptly grabbed the groundhog and held it. This
grabbing act could very easily have cost a finger,
for the animal can bite a good sized stick clean
in two.

Our quarry, that night, was so dazed by the light’s
beam that he began to dig in all directions so that

-he might escape.

Even after we had smashed his

head with a shovel, the animal struggled and con-

tinued to dig. Finally we dragged him out. He
weighed fifteen pounds, making the largest groundhog I ever caught.

Besides being very fat, he was

loaded with fresh clover from his evening meal,—
and speaking of meals, we made a wonderful one

out of him.
Even if you do not like to hunt groundhogs, it is

a real pleasure to study their habits and observe
their engineering feats. But for those who like to
hunt small game, the great thrill comes when you
get your first groundhog.

This form of hunting is

almost ideal for a student, for the game is always
in season, and there is more real stalking used than
in hunting rabbits and other forms of small game.

The sport is very economical, for any gun of
small calibre is good enough to use. Since so many
have experienced such good times at this sport,
there is an ever-increasing number who hunt
groundhogs every summer. By exterminating these

animals, the hunter greatly aids the farmer, for
groundhogs ruin many acres of good land by their

ambitious tunnelings under the soil.

So, if you

cated the hole, the more wary the animal seems to

have nothing to do next summer, get a couple of

be; and those found in such holes are always the
hardest to get and also the toughest to eat. But

good dogs and a gun, and try your hand in capturing these wary pests.

The ownership of books is the most distinguishing mark of a person of culture. hough you may
have palaces and motor cars, no possession so indicates your place in the human scale as the books
you read, live, and own.
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Bridges and Bridge
® By Edward J. Connors
“A bridge over a river is a very constructive work, while a game of bridge
is merely an excuse for your father to
tell the world how good he is, and how
dumb I am.”
66
W HAT is the difference between a game of
bridge and a bridge we ride over in our
machine?” a little boy asked his mother.
The mother looked at her son and said: “There
is all the difference in the world, son. A bridge over
a river is a very constructive work, while a game of
bridge is merely an excuse for your father to tell
the world how good he is, and how dumb I am.”
Now, this wise mother gave a definition that, al-

though it did not settle the question in her son’s
mind, it kept him quiet, which after all is the aim of
every mother when such questions arise.

How far wrong is this mother in her answer?
When the average bridge game is considered, she
may have been exactly right, but considering bridge
as it should be, she is very wrong, indeed. The first

part of her answer about a bridge being a very constructive work is good, although its comprehension

is a little vague. The latter part, although it quieted
her son, would hardly satisfy in a crowd of bridge
fiends.
Her trouble is the same as that of the average
bridge player. She never studied the game much,
but still she thinks she is an authority on the game,
and can play with the best of them. By comparing
a bridge game to a bridge, the real fault in bridge is
easily found.

The men who build a bridge are all experienced
in their line. They have studied long and hard before they attempt even to plan a bridge. When the
plans are made and studied over carefully, then, and

only then do they go about the actual work of building the bridge. They do not put a couple of planks
together, and then sit around wondering what they
should do next.
In a bridge game things are different. The average player picks up his cards, arranges them, and
wonders what to bid. Far back in his memory, he
seems to recall having been told that there is a system of counting his tricks to see what his bid is.

Not sure how to count them, he counts them any-

way.

He arrives at the count of fourteen, so he

figures he hasa bid.
What to bid is the next question! Oh, yes! Didn’t
someone tell him just the other day that Culbertson says if you have a count of fourteen, and one

very good suit, to bid four in that suit? Yes, yes!
that’s right; he’ll bid two hearts.
No, wait!! What was that they were telling him
about what Lenz had said? Lenz said that a count
of fourteen should always be bid in no trump. All
right! he will bid no trump,—one, no two. What’s
that? Oh, yes! Sim says that no trump should not
be mentioned on the first bid, unless you have a
count of sixteen.
Well, something must be done, and done quickly.

His wife is already yelling at him to bid and stop
sleeping. His guests are tapping on the table with
their fingers.

All right! he’ll bid.

Suddenly he sees the ace of diamonds, and figures diamonds are the thing, so he decides to bid
two diamonds. No; he can’t bid two, because two
is a power bid, and that means that he has three

good suits, and wants his partner to bid one of
them. So, in a last desperate move he blurts out,
“One spade!”
Now, his opponent on his left, who was all set
to bid spades, is somewhat taken aback at this bid,

so he passes. Now, it’s the poor fellow’s wife's
turn. She has no spades to speak of, so she thinks
she had better take her husband out of spades.
Having several good clubs, she goes to three clubs.
The next one passes, and the bid is right back to
where it started. By this time Mr. Average Player
has cooled down a bit, and realizes what a foolish

bid he made at the start.
Now, his predicament is even worse than it was
at the start. His wife has the bid for three clubs,
and since he bid spades before, she surely is counting on him for help in that suit, and since he has
no help for her in spades, he figures it would be
better to bid three hearts. His wife, then figuring
him for help in both spades and hearts, goes game
in clubs.
The poor guy is in for it! If his wife gets to
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keep the bid, he will have to lay down his hand,
and everyone will see how badly he bid. So he decides, that whatever the cost, he must get the bid
himself, so he bids five hearts. His wife, suspecting something wrong, passes, and to make a long

story short, the poor fellow goes down three, and to
make matters worse, his opponents had doubled

him.

Now, in order to keep from being bawled

out, he starts yelling at his wife before she has a

chance to come at him.
The point is this: that if this man had followed a
set system, and had studied and played his hand like

a bridge builder studies his bridge, the results
would have been less disastrous. Think of all the
trouble there would be if bridges were built like
bridge is played. There is not a man living who
would walk across the Brooklyn Bridge, if he

thought it was put together in the manner that the
average bridge hand is played.
Bridge has long ceased to be a game of relaxation.
It is a battle of the worse kind, and he who enters
it should be prepared. And if it comes to worse,

the retreating army should be followed as an example, for it destroys all bridges.

Flaming Youth
© By Letty Coed
Sou

ancient sage, growing tired of sameness,

said “Variety is the spice of life.”. He has
passed, but his words are a household by-line. They
can be made to apply to culinary concoctions, to a
musical soul’s outpouring, to unharmonized rooms,

or to an elephant in a china shop; but it suits our
purpose to apply it to people whom we meet every
day.

And, believe you me, dear reader, we are sad-

ly in need of more spice.
Because I am of the feminine gender and know

their weaknesses, I'll not attempt to disillusion you,
but rather give you a girlish slant on the male of
the species.

Talk to a man ten minutes, and it is possible to
place him in his proper category. He is either a
mouse or an ass. The mouse simpers; the ass bellows; and neither is very effective. But of all

classes, college lads are most obvious. They swagger and shout to the world how infinitesimal is their
importance. “We are youth!” Their banners of
immaturity they flaunt, and with incomprehensible
intensity scorn wisdom and truth.
The timid youth is fast becoming a campus legend. If hestill exists, he must cover his identity
with blazing colors, soiled pants, and dim-witty

sayings. Perhaps he writes for muscle-building
booklets. His chest must vaingloriously display four
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noticeable hairs. A razor is something to be kept
for the holidays; and young, innocent girls are referred to condescendingly as “femmes” or “fraus.”
Books are used to impart a scholastic air to the
various pennants that scream from the walls. Professors are inevitable “dopes,”’ and have a lot of
fool ideas about some foreign word that sounds like
“intelligence!”
Let’s bring a sweet, young thing into the picture.
His hair is sleek and shining; his chin, smooth. Red
sweaters hang desolate in the closet, and coats and
vests are dug out from under the bed and put to
use. If SHE expresses awe for the intellectual, the

corner drug store must reorder on midnight oil;
or if her mind runs toward gridiron heroism, Baujan has fis worries. Ah! but the bunch of femininity must never know she is responsible for the influx of scholastic interest. Man still must dominate
utterly, while woman rules subtly.

It worked when the Neolithic man attended
Dinosaur Institute, and it will be true when the

class of 1998 receives the coveted sheepskin.
So,—take one aspirant for degree; add spice; beat
in one heaping portion of individuality; stir with
fluttering incentive; prod until point of mellowness
is obtained; and then wrap in cellophane and present to the nearest museum.

The Japanese Earthquake
e By Alfred F. X. Agajan
The author of “Three Years in Korea”
gives us a graphic description of the
great earthquake in Japan. He went
through it, and possesses a vivid memory of that awful calamity where thousands lost their lives.

HE word earthquake has possibly very little
significance in this part of the world, but in

such territories where “quakes” have ravaged whole
cities in the twinkling of an eye, bringing misery
and death to the people, it is an awe-inspiring word.
There was a time when I regarded the sensation
of having the ground under my feet heave as amusing, but not so after I had the dreadful experience

of being a witness of the greatest catastrophe of
the present age,—the great earthquake in Japan
which took place on September 1, 1923, at exactly
three minutes to noon.

The port city of Yokohama, which was nearest
to the center of that terrible seismic disturbance,
every year at the anniversary of that memorable
occasion issues a mandate whereby business ceases,

traffic stops, and everyone is asked to stand at attention for three minutes, while the sirens of factor-

ies and ships in the harbor blow at full blast in
commemoration of the thousands who lost their
lives in those few minutes.
‘Time flies, and it is now ten years since I had the
greatest scare of my life. My experiences on that
occasion, the dreadful sights, and the miraculous
escapes of some could fill a book, and certainly

would if I but had the ability to depict them in
their full reality. I have heard World War veterans, who were also in that cataclysm, say that
they preferred trench fire to the nerve-racking chaos
of a big earthquake.
Hardly a year goes by in Japan than one or more
earthquakes are felt. They are so common that the
people are somewhat accustomed to them. However, on September 1 of that memorable year, at exactly three minutes of noon, everyone was literally
swept off his feet. Before I could gasp I found
myself thrown to the ground, utterly bewildered.
Thick clouds of dust rose from the crumbling of
buildings, while a deafening roar outheroded the
shrieks of women and children.

It all took but a few minutes. On looking around
me again I saw, not buildings and orderly surroundings, but chaos, chaos everywhere, and heard
shrieks, moans, and yells from every direction.
Everybody turned white as sheets, and seemed benumbed with fear, myself not excepted, of course.
I moved about as in a trance, my knees bleeding,
unable to help myself or others. A panic was evident. ‘Terrified natives were running to and fro,
spreading unfounded rumors of further dangers,—
fire and enemies in their midst. Fire, it was true,

had broken out in several directions in the downtown districts, but had not started on the bluff
where we were.

As for “enemies in our midst”,

some fanatic “patriot” had spread the rumor that
the Koreans in the neighborhood were out to exterminate the Japanese by poisoning the wells,
which were the only source of drinking water supply, as the city mains were broken.

As a consequence of these wild rumors people
started to run to and fro, some arming themselves,
and others migrating into the suburbs. I joined the
latter group for safely, following the trend of the
greater crowd. The day was growing late, and for
want of shelter I slept in a cemetery, which seemed
the safest place to lie and rest my exhausted limbs.
What a night of nights!—cries, shrieks, and
moans coming out of the darkness. ‘The horizon
facing the sea and the downtown districts were all
ablaze from the sheet of flames that enveloped practically the whole of the city. In all truth, looking
down from the edge of the bluff where I was caught
by the “quake”, there was a veritable hell before
my eyes so well described in Dante’s immortal “Inferno”.
In my new lodgings (a cemetery), I could do
nothing but pray and hope for a physical salvation
on the morrow which had more horrors in store for
me. Needless to say, after a sleepless night I
started to make my way through the town towards

the sea, where I hoped foreign boats would be
willing to take me aboard.
The fire had just about subsided,—a fire not of
buildings but of debris, and my walk of some four
miles proved to be a trip of heart-rending sights.
Though the authorities were quick in putting the
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town under martial law, the persecution of the
poor Koreans was still raging. One poor fellow I
saw, smeared with blood and mud from head to
feet, was tied to a telegraph pole and was being
beaten and treated most shamefully. Of course, the

mob was possibly being spurred on by a few, and
therefore the individuals could not be held fully responsible. I was aware of this, and therefore feared
to show any signs of sympathy for fear that the enraged crowd would turn on me, especially as I, too,
was a foreigner.
Walking along roads, almost blocked with debris,
and feeling the intense heat of smoldering fires on
either side, was as nothing compared to the horrible sight of the burned, half-burned, and mangled
bodies lying everywhere. The further I went into
the busier districts of the town, the more wretched

were the sights,—bodies piled one over the other.
Everything that once showed forth life,—business
houses, orderly streets, men and beasts, were now

heaped up in smoldering, unrecognizable masses.

Here and there parties, mostly of marines and
soldiers, were making efforts to lay out and assort

the bodies for possible recognition. The scene was
terrible, and left a very strong impression of the

uncertainty of life and the suddenness of death.
Approaching the sea I could see inert bodies float-

ing with the tide, bodies hanging over the embankment, still bodies in motor cars, bodies jammed between masses of concrete and debris,—bodies everywhere, but no life in them,—a veritable reality as

I have every reason to be thankful for having left
that city without serious injury or any great loss.
The lots of countless others were pitiful beyond
words. In a convent of the Sisters of St. Maur
_ alone, as many as nine Sisters were buried alive
under masses of brick and mortar. They were not
buried in the sense of being suffocated or crushed.
They had room to move about in, but it was simply
impossible, right after the earthquake, to get them
out from under tons of debris, although they could
be seen and spoken to. And that was not all. Right
after the severest shocks, fire encroached upon what

was once the convent building and burned the dear
Sisters alive. The present convent gardens have a
monument to those martyrs of a noble apostolate.
Those dear souls were undoubtedly prepared to
meet their end, but how about those who shrunk
from the very thought of death? How dreadful
must have been their agonies!
Some, I know, had to have their limbs amputated

in order to liberate them from the trap of collapsed
buildings and the certain death in the approaching
fire. In one area alone as many as forty thousand
natives were burned alive. The city authorities
mixed their ashes with concrete, and built a large

monument in commemoration of this tragedy.
Relief was not late in coming to the aid of the
afflicted city. Personally I think a vote of gratitude is due to Uncle Sam’s marines stationed in the
Philippines, for these roamers of the seas were one

depicted in Conan Doyle’s “Poison Belt”. I was so
filled with horror that I ran to the lifeboats that

of the first to arrive with medical aid, as well as a
goodly supply of provisions.

the steamers in the harbor held in readiness for
refugees.
I stayed in the harbor of that second “Pompeii”

The present Greater Yokohama is completely rebuilt on modernistic lines, the cataclysm of 1923
having presented an opportunity for its renovation.
Tourists visiting Japan should not fail to visit the
Earthquake Museum in this major port city in the
Land of the Rising Sun. This museum presents

nine full days, and made occasional trips to shore to
retrieve what personal effects were as yet unruined
and not stolen. I could write endlessly. on the experiences of others, as well as my: own, but will

limit myself to a rapid conclusion for want of
space.

some very interesting and odd findings in the

masses of debris picked up in the course of clearing awaya ruined city.

Be good to yourself, of course, not meanly and

selfishly. If you make a blunder, recognize it, but
do not punish yourself harshly by constant thoughts
of self-criticism. Learn what you can quickly from
a failure and then bury the thought of it; act towards yourself as a real, kindly friend should.
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The Hypnotist
© By Bob Wharton
Q. Can a hypnotized person be used to
commit a crime?

A. The more a mode of behavior conficts with the character of the subject, the more he will struggle
against its execution, and will awake

from the hypnosis.
‘6

viewpoint, the interruption will be worthwhile.”
“By all means tell us about it, Crazy Ike,—Oh,
I beg your pardon! That name slipped out!”
“Call me Crazy Ike. It’s the name I’ve heard for
the last thirty years. I’ve grown used to it. But
let me get on with my story.”
Here Crazy Ike sat down upon the grass and

leaned back against a tree and clasped his knees

H YPNOTISM! Phooey! You don’t know
what you’re talking about. There is no
such thing as hypnotism, Pete. You’ve been listening too often to “No Can Do, The Magician”,
over the radio.”
“Now wait a minute, Jim,” heatedly cried Pete
Hurst, raising himself from his reclining position
on the campus bench, and delivering a kick at his

“When I was your age, I was a doubter of everything. I had no religion; I scoffed at all laws,
natural and man-made. I sneered at all institutions. Like you, Jim, I believed in nothing, which

friend who was lying along the edge of the pool

best that I was confined, because after the experi-

on the campus of the University of Dickinson, “I
know that there is such a thing, but no one could

ence that | had, due to my agnostical philosophy,
and about which I am going to tell you, everything

make you believe it. Yiu don’t believe in anything,
you thick-headed enginerr!”

“Oh!

So I’m a thick-headed engineer, am I?

with his arms.

later was the real reason why I was confined to the

insane asylum for many years. And perhaps it was

was like a dream to me.

From that time on every-

thing has been unreal to me; sometimes I wondered
if my surroundings were only imaginative. Even

Why, you flap-jawed mistake for a commerce stu-

now I wonder if you boys are real or only figments

dent, you! you haven’t as many brains as Crazy Ike,

of my brain.’’ Here the two lads drew backalittle.
“Never fear!” laughed Crazy Ike, “I shan’t get
violent. After many years in the asylum I persu-

and you know even less than Crazy Ike does about

hypnotism, why—”
“Perhaps Crazy Ike could tell you a little about

aded the authorities that I wasn’t insane, and some

and Jim’s face turned a deep red as he saw Crazy
Ike leaning on a rake and surveying them with a

of my old classmates got me this job at my old university. Little would you lads believe that I, too,
was oncea carefree college student, here, just as
you are. And it is all because I was a doubting

half-smile on his face.

Thomas, like you, my good friend!

hypnotism, even if he has no brains,” said a quiet
voice from behind the boys. Both started guiltily,

Crazy Ike was a familiar figure on the campus
of the university. He took care of the grounds,
and was known to every student but very seldom

spoke. Many stories were rife about who he was
and why he was so close-mouthed, but Crazy Ike
paid no attention to them.
“I’m sorry,” said Jim, “I assure you that I didn’t
mean to hurt you by my thoughtless words.”
“It’s quite all right,” said Crazy Ike, “I’ve heard
it before. It no longer bothers me. I wouldn’t have
interrupted you just now, but I heard Pete accus-

ing you of not believing in anything at all, and it
reminds me of the great mistake in my life. But
perhaps if I can warn you against your agnostical

But you are

impatient. Let me go on with the story.”
“I graduated from school here, and then a few
years later joined the staff of the New York SunTribune. I thought myself very lucky when I was
chosen to be the press correspondent to accompany
a scientific expedition into the little known parts
of Mongolia.
“One day when the expedition had made camp
for the day, and the newness of the surroundings
had worn off, I wandered down into a little settlement nearby to see a lama who was supposed to
have supernatural powers. And according to some

of our native boys, this lama was able to see into
both past and future. I laughed long and loud, as
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was my wont to do at anything that was out of the

mask, I entered one of the great banks of New

ordinary. Since I had nothing else to do, I followed

York.

directions and soon came to the hut that I had been

“With great ease I robbed that great bank of
nearly a half million dollars. I then traveled all

told was the lama’s.
“T was just opening my mouth to call when a
voice, speaking perfect English, startled me. Il
looked down and beheld two deep blue eyes staring
up at me from a face of many wrinkles.

over the world.

I ran the gamut of all human emo-

tions, and had adventures and experiences that seem

very remote and strange to me now.
“But my last, nerve-shattering experience hap-

“*How do you do? Are you seeking me?’
““Are you the lama that possesses the supernatural powers?” I asked him.
““It pleases you to scoff,” said the old lama
softly. “ ‘Perhaps you are like many others in this
world. Do you not believe in the unlimited powers

pened to me one afternoon when I was wandering
about in the dry, desert-like country above the
isthmus of Suez.
“T had been tramping for days, and don’t know
exactly where I was at the time, with the exception that | was somewhere near Bitter Lakes.

of the mind?”
“*Bah!’” I sneered at him, “ ‘You have fooled the

noticed that a storm was coming up, and then it

Bd

natives by trickery, but a man with but little brain
power can see through that. Perhaps you use the
power of suggestion and the poor fools are tricked
by it. But you can’t trick a man such as myself.’ ”
“*Apparently then you do not believe in the
power of the mind, nor in hypnotism.’”.

““FHypnotism! There is no such thing. It is only
trickery.

A man of average intelligence can resist

“It was about an hour before nightfall, when I
was that I recalled that it was in this vicinity that
the Israelites were said to have crossed the Red Sea,
which opened up before them, and then closed up,

drowning the pursuing Egyptians and their Pharaoh. | laughed with great glee as I remembered
that, and then shouted to the angry clouds approaching me,
“ “And the sea opened up before them! Ha- ha-ha!

all such chicanery. He cannot be forced to do something against his own will.’”’
“After my spirited avowal, I was surprised to

Another foolish story for dupes!’ And then I stood ©
and laughed long and loud in the face of the coming storm.

hear the old lama chuckle, and then he rose to his
feet, and I was surprised to see how tall he was. He

“But, as in answer to my mirth, a dead silence
seemed to envelop me, and all I could hear was the
slow, steady beat of my heart. Then, a heavy, an-

towered fully a foot above me, and his wrinkled face
seemed to have a mysterious glow. Perhaps it was
the effect of the sinking sun which was almost
touching the horizon.
““Man of the West,” said the lama,. his great
eyes boring into mine, “‘You have many things to
learn.” And then he chuckled again, and as I

gazed into his great staring eyes,—he disappeared.
“A. trick!’ thought IL, and. after: looking all
about me, | started on up the hill to the camp.
“IT came to where we had camped and was startled
to see that the camp was gone! They had gone on
without me! I was left in a terrible position. I
couldn’t speak the language of the natives, who

shrugged their shoulders and looked at each other
when I asked by signs where the party had gone.
Il hadn’t a cent, no belongings, no food. When
finally, almost a year later, I did gain civilization, I
was but a shadow of my former self. The suffer-

gry murmur seemed to rise up, and then the wind
struck me.

“As the storm grew in volume, I was forced to
put my hands over my eyes to keep out the driving
grains of sand stirred up by the wind. Then the
force of the howling wind grew too strong for me,
and I crouched down to let the fury of it pass over

me. ‘The wind beat and tore at me like some living,
furious being, and.as the storm increased, the dor-

mant, animal fear in my mind grew, and the instinctive fear of a storm, that is in every human being, grew in my spinning head until I was ready to
scream.
“Then, unable to bear it any longer, I leaped to
my feet, shook the swirling sand off of me, and then

screamed and yelled out my defiance to the heavens.

And as I howled insanely, the storm stopped

as suddenly as it had begun.

ings I had undergone were frightful.
“I managed to get home at last, after many
months of degrading work. But after I got home I
couldn’t rest. A strange fever had entered into me.

“And then a great fear possessed me as I stood
there in the pale, ominous yellow light that followed the storm. There before me in a great hol-

I wanted to be moving, to travel, to see things.

However, I had no money.

sand, was stretched a long line of strange shapes,
which reflected a fitful, yellow glow from the sky.

“With a strange madness upon me, I manufactured some great gas bombs, and then with a gas

“T stood there in stricken amazement, and then
ran to the nearest of the objects. As I drew near,
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low, formed by the wind’s action in removing the

I saw that it was an old Egyptian chariot. The
skeletons of two horses were in front of the chariot.
The skeleton of a man was curled up in the bottom
of the chariot. Pieces of armor were clasped around
the chest, and a helmet had fallen from the head of

the Egyptian onto the floor of the chariot.
“For nearly half an hour I walked along the line
of chariots and skeletons of men and horses. I
picked up pieces of armor, I touched the wheels of
chariots, and I marveled at this evidence of the

fabled closing of the sea over the Egyptians. But
most of all I marveled at my own stupidity,—that I
should ever have doubted!

“At last I came to the head of the column, and
there in a great chariot, was the skeleton of the
leader. As I stared up into the face of the skeleton,
its great empty sockets seemed to stare straight
through me. And then the great chariot, which had
been leaning at a sharp angle toward me, toppled
slowly and fell forward upon me.

the wind rising. Soon the sand was blowing across
my body, and I realized that I would be covered
with sand and suffocated unless I freed myself. I
struggled mightily, but to no avail.
“Then, as I cried out in terror, a great ball of,
flame covered the entire sky and I shrank back

against the sand.

he ball of flame grew smaller

and smaller until I realized that it was the sun,—
just touching the horizon.
“Then, between myself and the sun, there materialized the head and shoulders of a man, and my

surroundings in the desert slowly vanished and I
was again standing in front of the lama, who I
thought I had left years and years ago. His arms
held me up as I stared stupidly around me. Then
I realized what had happened!

“T had been hypnotized! And had lived through
the experiences of a lifetime in a moment,—at the
will* of the lama!”

“T gave a great scream as | was pinned underneath, with the long arms of the skeleton across my
body. Then, as I lay helplessly struggling, I heard

*Those who are hypnotized against their will lack the
ability to control the mental and bodily attitude which we
seek for the purpose of falling to sleep.

Play Golf
® By Nelson Ruddy
The author is state amateur champion

of Kentucky, and is a member of U.
D.’s “Ohio’s Intercollegiate Championship Golf Team.” While he boosts golf

in which the radio and the automobile have played

for its physical benefits, he stresses the

easily be seen that a sport must have brilliant attractions to draw folks to it from every walk of life.

value of the social contacts that are
made at golf clubs.

important parts.

With these new diversions, it can

In the United States golf is considered an essen-

tial aid to the physical well being of its citizens, but
is also used constantly for commercial purposes.

HE ancient game of golf was born in Scotland many years ago. Since then it has gained
recognition in almost every country in the universe.

The American business man believes that playing
golf gives him new and more contacts with other
business men, and also permits him to partake in

Some countries have even considered it a national

athletic pastime that is not too strenuous for his
more or less sedentary life.
By a gradual process, golf has become no longer

sport.

Golf has lived through this age of new relaxation
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an old man’s game. It has been taken up enthusiastically by the younger generation. This is evident from the fact that it is being encouraged by all
of our leading universities. ‘These universities organized a National Intercollegiate Association,
which holds tournaments annually. The state of
Ohio has progressed further and has organized its
own ssociation.

Colleges realize that many bene-

fits are derived from this sport. Just like any other
major sport, golf does much in developing a student for his later life.
I believe that golf differs a bit from other sports
because it not only requires more individuality, but
it also teaches one to take the adversities of life as
they come, without depending upon others for aid.
This is an important factor in the education of our
younger generation, as they have so many modern
conveniences to aid them in their work and even

do their thinking.
When a student graduates from college he generally does not realize what he has to face. He
does not know life, and the many parts that he will
have to play in it. Usually he is timid about meeting people, and very seldom does he acquire the
friendship of men who are in a position to give
him the right direction along life’s highway, upon
his graduation from college. He has the erroneous
idea that jobs come with diplomas. This is a point
that should be carefully considered by all coming
graduates.

The young fellow who spends an allotted portion
of his time at the country club, with the idea in

mind of making friends, has gained a big point in
his favor. The country club is the meeting place
for all types of business men. There one comes in
contact with people who have (pardon the expres-

sion) “been through the mill.” In the locker room
one hears the conversation of business men in all
lines of endeavor. Success and failure each take
their part in the conversation, with success playing
the major part. The failures, of course, have been
overcome and the men are successful to-day. This
knowledge of practical problems is passed on to the
future graduate. He receives this knowledge gratis,
knowledge that would probably take years of ex-

perience to acquire.

This knowledge is not found

in books.
You do not necessarily have to be a champion to
obtain these benefits. A man with a likeable personality, and a sense of observation, will make just

as many friends and gain just as much knowledge
in the club, and on the golf course, as the champion.

The only difference between the dub golfer and the
champion is that the champion travels more, and
thus makes friends in a number of communities. Of
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course, this is an added asset in making various
connections. One must remember that these hints
are merely methods of obtaining contact. After one
obtains a position he has to know how to hold it,
and that is where the man with the college education comes to the front. However, if an individual

should become accomplished enough to enter competition, he has acquired knowledge that will prove
invaluable in later life, as well as in his class work.
In golf one has no aides. The golfer possesses
a number of golf balls and a set of clubs. He is a

lone player, and therefore his success depends entirely upon his own efforts. He must carry upon
his shoulders the burden of good and bad breaks,
mental and physical functioning, as well as atmospheric conditions. These points play a big part in
the outcome of the game. They are seldom considered by the spectator. The latter does not realize that the player must adapt himself to these hazards, and play a different type of game for each one.

Golf is not “just hitting a ball arounda field,” as
some people describe it. A champion golfer has to
know when to take chances, when to play a certain
tricky shot, and how to gauge the wind and cross
wind. Just a fraction of a point off in any shot will
unbalance the success of the shot. The conditions
are analagous to both business and class work. In
commerce, and in class work, conditions arise that
have to be considered and met with resoluteness.

The business man who plays golf every day for
the enjoyment he derives from it does not expect to
become a champion. Therefore he should endeavor
to play golf in the easiest and simplest way possible. It would be preposterous for a man up in years
to adopt a championship style of play. The champion’s hip and shoulder action is far more intricate
than that of a duffer.

It takes a young, smooth,

rhythmic acting individual to grasp the machinelike motion of a matured golfer.
One might say, after reading that assertion, “I’m
young and athletic; why can’t I become a good
golfer?”
And I would answer your question: “You can,
because all that it requires is learning the basic fundamental principles of the game, and then, constant practice.”
Practice means much exercise and hard work.

The year before Gene Sarazen won the National
Open, for the first time, he practiced seven hours a
day. As for myself, I have spent as much as five
hours at a time, trying to perfect a shot that might
come into use only once in a week of tournament
play. A young fellow who has success in mind must
follow such a procedure.

The Electric Chair
® By Bob Wharton
It’s June and commencement is a week

away. Two pals, buddies at the university, are separated,—one sitting dejectedly in a cell awaiting electrocution, and the other wandering aimlessly about the campus, hoping against
hope that something might be done.
cs
Hove you anything to say?” asked the
prison Chaplain softly, pityingly.

his fists.
“Stop howling, and help us bring your friend to,”

said Howard quietly, and turning his back on the
enraged colored man, stooped and turned the pros-

trate negro over on his back.
“Tom!” whispered Howard, the blood slowly
draining from his face, “He’s dead!”
*
*
*
*
*
*
x
*
A month later, in the courtroom downtown, Tom

“Only that my body be given to the medical de-

nervously awaited the sentence that would bring

partment of the University of Nighton for experi-

either freedom or oblivion to him. He wasn’t very
hopeful. The counsel for the state had made an
eloquent and concise case against him, “the pampered young man, used to having his own way, who
never had been taught self-control, did wilfully and

mental purposes,” said TomKettering, with a slight,

tremulous smile, as the death-mask was fitted over
his face, and the electrode was placed on his head.

*

*
*
*
*
.
*
*
*
It had all happened because of an unfortunate

occurrence one sunny afternoon.

The two boys,

Tom Kettering and Howard Mason, were walking
through a beautiful secluded part of the property
owned by the University of Nighton.
The two boys were to graduate the next month,
and they had been discussing the graduation exercises, and perhaps reminiscing a little. Tom wasa
medical student, and Howard was studying law.
“Well, Howard, school will soon be all over for
us.

I’m glad in a way, but I certainly hate to leave

the old university,” said Tom, swinging a heavy
stick as he walked along beside his friend.

“We're leaving a lot of friends, Tom. I know
that we—’” Here Tom broke off short as a highpitched yell came from directly in front of them,
and then the next moment a huge negro burst

through the bushes and trees, with his mouth wide
open and his eyes rolling.
The negro dashed into Howard and sent him rolling. The negro’s hand was on Howard’s throat, and
Tom, grasping the situation immediately, struck the
negro on the back of the neck with his heavy stick.
‘“He’s insane, Howard!” cried Tom, helping his
friend to his feet. “We had better call the police.”

with premeditation, kill the deceased!”
Later, after the members of the jury had slowly
filed into the courtroom and resumed their respect-

ive places, there faintly came to Tom’s ears, as
though it came from a great distance, “—guilty of
Murder in the First Degree!”
Howard Mason, a week after the trial, was feel-

ing very low in spirit.

He had been wandering

aimlessly around the campus and buildings.

He

finally went in to see Dr. Weatherby in the medical
laboratory.
periment.

Dr. Weatherby was engaged in an ex-

“Doctor, I’m nearly going crazy! We all graduate next week. All except Tom! He dies tonight
in the electric chair!

I’ve done everything human-

ly possible. The last chance is gone; the governor
refuses to grant a pardon! Oh, God, I don’t know
what to do!” And Howard sank into a chair and
covered his face with his hands.
“Yes, Mason, I know how you feel. I, too, feel
helpless. I think that I could restore him to life,
just as I have done to this guinea pig that I electro-

cuted. Tom would have been glad to know that
the guinea pig came back to life. He was helping
me with the experiment.

He will never know now.

woods. We was just goin’ fishin’! You'll pay for
this! You'll pay for this!” And the excited colored

I am convinced that electricity merely stuns, and
suspends all bodily functions, and that by a gradual
process the electrocuted subject can be brought to
life again. I had thought of trying to bring Tom
back to life by getting him immediately to my laboratory, but I guess that is impossible.”

man danced around the boys, thrashing the air with

Howard sat like a frozen image before Dr. Wea-

“T’ll say you-all better call the police!’ shouted
a voice from behind the boys, who turned in aston-

ishment. “I saw you hit him! He wasn’t doin’
nothin’! I was just chasin’ him through these here
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therby, then he slowly raised his face and stared
into the Doctor’s sorrowful eyes.
Gradually a
change came over Howard’s face. A slow smile

turned up the corners of his lips as if an idea was
slowly being born in his mind.
“Doctor! Do you think you can bring him back
to life! It’s a chance! We'll take it! Don’t argue!
Have your apparatus ready! I'll have Tom‘s body
here just after the execution!” And Howard was
out of the door and running down the hall, leaving

a bewildered Doctor behind him.
Howard dashed down the steps and burst into the
telephone booth.

“Quick! Operator! Get me the State Penitentiary!” . . . “Hello!

I must speak to Thomas Ket-

tering, the man that is to be executed tonight!

is very important”
not?” . . . “Oh, I see.

“TI can’t?

It

Well, why

Well, tell him to will his

body to the medical laboratory at the University.
And you can also tell him that the experiment that
he and the Doctor were working on the guinea pig
was successful. It might make his last moments
happier,’ and Howard hung up, only to call again.
“Hello! Operator! Get me McCook’s Field.”
. “Hello! Let me speak to Lieutenant Martin.” . . . “Hello, Bob. This is Howard Mason.”
... “Yes, fine, but listen to me carefully. By hook
or crook get a plane and drop into the park just

north of the State Penitentiary at eleven-thirty toRient.” ... “Whatl....., (ol Dent Srimg aay
machine guns! Tom will be dead when we bring
him out!” and Howard hung up on a puzzled and
bewildered flyer.
And then, laughing with delight, Howard burst
through a group of astonished professors, ran out

of the building, and clambered into his car and
drove off.

That night, in the darkness of the park near the
State Penitentiary, hurried figures could have been
seen running toward an idling airplane. Then the
next instant an ear-splitting roar broke the silence
and the airplane swooped over the ground and then
sailed gracefully into the air. In a very short time
the speeding plane dropped down upon the campus

of the University and Doctor Weatherby came running up to it. Howard and the Lieutenant clambered out, and in their midst they carried the body
of Tom Kettering.
“Everything is ready!” said Doctor Weatherby,
“Let us go directly to the laboratory.”
Five days later, in the laboratory, there was much
rejoicing and shouting as three tousled and bewhis-

kered men raced around the room breaking glass
and knocking over furniture.

“Oh, Doc Weatherby! I knew we would do it!”
howled Tommy.
“Whee!” yelled the flyer, sweeping retorts and
test tubes to the floor in his enthusiasm.
“He’s coming to life!” yelled the Doctor, “The
experiment is a success!”
“Yies,” said a quiet voice from the doorway, “but
unfortunately I am afraid that I must take the living Thomas Kettering to jail,” and the three men

stopped immediately and turned to face the sheriff
in the doorway.
“Yes!” said the suddenly sobered Doctor, “I was

afraid of that.

I told you that this would happen,

Howard!”

“It’s quite all right, Doctor Weatherby !” shouted
the grinning law student, “He cannot hurt Tom.
Under the Constitution of the United States, Article

V of the Amendments of the Constitution says that
‘no person shall be put in jeopardy of life and limb
twice for the same offense.’ ”

“When you come to a good book, you must ask

yourself, ‘Am I inclined to work as an Australian
miner would? Are my pickaxes and shovels in
good order, and am I in good trim myself, my

sleeves well up at the elbow ,and my breath good,
and my temper?’ And keeping the figurea little
longer, the metal you are in search of being the
author’s mind or meaning, his words are as the

rock which you have to crush and smelt in order
to get at it. And your pickaxes are your own care,
wit, and learning; your smelting furnace is your
own thoughtful soul. Do not hope to get at any
good author’s meaning without those tools and that _
fire; often you will need the sharpest, finest chiseling and patientest fusing before you can gather
one grain of the metal.”
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—Ruskin.

Goro Sees San Francisco
e By J. G. Hasegawa
John writes a nice little story of a Japanese school boys experience on arriv-

ing in San Francisco. Personally we
are inclined to believe that it is a part
of John’s autobiography. He knows an
awful lot about that kid!

and the Owl Drug Store, and I have my bearings.”
So he bravely started on to explore the city.
He walked and walked, and made a few pur-

chases.

That made him feel as though he could

take care of himself, even in a strange city.

It was

beginning to get dark, and Goro thought he would
(5x0:
parents decide than an education
abroad will do him good, as he has been making a nuisance of himself at home. So, one fine day.
Goro found himself on a liner headed for San Francisco.

All his friends and innumerable relatives

came to see him off at the pier, and made him feel

as though he were somebody. ‘The crossing was
very quiet and enjoyable, and the fish in the ocean
did not fare well on that particular trip.
Two weeks later, on a very foggy morning, the

liner passed the Golden Gate, and the little Japanese boy stood on the deck, looking at the harbor of
San Francisco. Somehow or other, the harbor re-

minded him of his home town, Kobe. The obliging
immigration officials, however, did not give him
time to get home-sick; they fired all kinds of ques-

tions at him, so rapidly that the poor boy’s head began to swim. Luckily he got through this volley
of questions safely, and shortly afterward found
himself being greeted by friends of the family, who
took him to a hotel and then went back to their
work.

It made Goro feel awfully strange to be in a big
hotel lobby, so he went up to his room and turned
the radio.

Every five or ten minutes, or so, some

crooner whined a depressing tune about “Give Me
Just One More Chance.” He felt that enveloping
lonesomeness one feels in a foreign country, and
did not know what to do; and there was that blasted

crooner whining for just one more chance! So, the
little Japanese boy decided to take a stroll around
the place and see what was in this town.
He hurried through the hotel lobby—lobbies always gave him an awfully uncomfortable feeling—
and was soon out on the street. There wasa little

go back to the hotel, and so he started to look for

that Owl Drug Store.
Behold! there was the Owl Drug Store only a
block away. But as he walked up to the store, and
looked around for the little park, he could not find
the park.

He walked another block, and there it

was again, the Owl Drug Store!

He was bewil-

dered; he had never heard of chain stores.

He be-

gan to get worried, and walked around ina circle.
Everywhere he looked, there it was,—that infernal

Ow! Drug Store! He wanted to stop someone, and
ask him how to get to such-and-such hotel,—but
everybody seemed so busy. The poor boy was so
excited that he did not think of calling a taxi.
Then he saw a policeman, and decided to ask him,
but he did not know how to address the man. He
muttered to himself, “Mr. Policeman!” and decided

it sounded rather awkward.

“Mister Cop!” and he

recalled that “cop” was a slang word.

He strolled

up to the officer and stood there timidly for a while.
The officer looked around and said, ‘““What’s the
trouble, sonny?” Goro resented being called a

“sonny,” but he managed to smile and replied,
“Er—well—could you tell me how I could get back
to such-and-such a hotel?”
“Sure! Take the No. 5 car and change to No. 7
car at such-and- such a street, answered the officer.

“But you see,” mumbled Goro, “I don’t know one

street from another in this town. You see,—I just
got in by ‘Asama Maruw’ this morning.”
“By God!” exclaimed the officer, and the exclamation shocked Goro’s ears; “you got a lot of nerve,
anyway, sonny. I’ll tell what Pll do. I’m off duty,
so I will take you to the hotel, myself.”

And so the policeman and Goro got on the street

park in front of the hotel, and at the corner of the

car and safely arrived back at the hotel.

street was a big drug store with the name, “Owl

was so great that all that Goro could say was
“Thank you very much!” “That’s all right, sonny,”
the officer was saying. He was all right, but Goro

Drug Store,” on the window.

“Well,” musedGoro

to himself, “all I have to remember is the little park

His relief
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wished he wouldn’t say “sonny.” It made him feel
like a little kid: “Don’t get lost any more!”
Back in his room, he dropped into a chair and
wrote to his mother.

ly.

“Dear Mother: Arrived safe-

San Francisco is a pretty town.

I saw only a

part of it to-day, but I will see the whole town
soon, etc.”
He reached in his pocket to find out how much
money he had spent, and to his dismay he found
that he would have to cash another check to-mor-

row.

He started to figure out how all the money

he had started out with had gone.

count for all but a dollar.

He could ac-

Suddenly a thought

smile, took off his cap, and said “Thank you very
much, sir!”

“Where is that two-dollar bill I had?” Goro dug
into his pockets, but no two-dollar bill could be
found. The dirty crook of a taxi driver had got a
tip of $1.25 for a 75c ride! Goro felt like a fool
and turned on the radio, and there was that crooner
again, still whining for just one more chance. Goro
cursed the United States for having two-dollar
bills, chain stores, and dishonest taxi drivers, and
went to bed.

The next day when he went to the cashier’s window at the hotel, Goro said: “Don’t give me any
two-dollar bills. I would rather take two silver

struck him: the driver of that taxi, that he had
taken for a short distance, was too polite. The
meter read seventy-five cents when Goro alighted
from the taxi, so he gave the driver a bill and told

‘cart-wheels’ in place of a two-dollar bill,’—and the

4im to keep the change.

the streets before going further.

The man gave him a big

darned fellow smiled at him understandingly. When
later he went out to take a little walk, he stopped
at the street corner, and memorized the names of

Mammoth Cave
2 By Charles Schroll
Ladies and Gentlemen: we are about

to enter Mammoth Cave, the largest
known cavern in the world. Follow

the guide as he points out the marvelous subterranean charms that Nature

at once.

has hidden from the light of day.

oe HE world is full of natural curiosities, fashioned by the hand of the Great Creator, which

are far more wonderful than anything of man’s construction. One of the natural wonders of our own
land is Mammoth Cave, the largest known cavern

in the world. The unchanging darkness, the colos-

sal grandeur, and the solemn silence make a visit
to the cave a thing apart from all our other experi-

ences. The temperature of the air and its cool
dampness never vary throughout the seasons of the
year. ‘he majesty and somberness of this cave
often have unpleasant effects upon the nerves of
the visitors.
The stygian darkness of the gloomy caverns has

not been penetrated by sunlight since the beginning
of time.

She had accidentally put out her lamp, and was so
frightened by the total darkness that she swooned

Our guide told us that one time a woman,

Through the silence comes the steady drip, drip
of the water as it falls into the deep, black pools.
In these pools are fish and crabs that have no eyes.
Long ago they wandered into this cave through underground streams. Gradually, through lack of use,
their organ of sight disappeared altogether.

The bats are among the most numerous of the living creatures in the cave.

There is a certain cham-

ber called the Great Bat Room, where they cling in
thousands to the walls and ceilings. They feel cold
to the touch, if you can bring yourself to actually
touch one of them. When seized between the thumb
and finger they shrug up their shoulders, move their
wings slowly, and utter a feeble cry.
There is also a certain variety of cricket which

seems to be everywhere. They have long legs and
look like spiders. After they die, they remain
wherever they happened to be on the walls or ceilings. A white fungus then covers them with a
thick shroud, until they look like snowballs with
legs.

in the party which he was conducting, wanted to
linger behind so that she might be alone in these
vast surroundings. He allowed her to do so. A
few minutes later he heard a piercing scream. Rush-

Let us take an imaginary trip through some of
the most wonderful and interesting parts of this un-

ing back, he found her lying prone upon the floor.

derground world.
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We follow the guide as, with a

flaring torch, he leads the way through the Narrows
into the Great Main Cave. By the flickering light
of the torch we can make out the large walls of

that at times it almost touches the tops of our heads.

The ceiling is only about two and a half feet above
the top of the water.

crystallized rock and the massive roof overhead,

From here we visit the Maelstrom, a huge black

extending upwards into domes and arches. When
somebody shouts, the sound comes thundering back
from the rocky cavern that stretches out before us.
It seems almost a full minute before the echo of that
shout dies away in silence.

pit approximately thirty feet in circumference. It
has a very large opening like a mouth, and when
you look into its blackness, it gives you the creeps.
The guide tells us that one time a young man in a
daredevil mood, persuaded some friends of his to
lower him by a rope into the pit. After they brought

From here we go to the famous Star Chamber,

which is considered one of the most beautiful things
in Mammoth Cave. The guide leaves us sitting
upon a bench, straining our eyes into the blackness
that closes in about us. After our eyes become accustomed to the darkness, we finally see above us a
midnight sky, with small stars twinkling through
the black dome. Finally the guide returns, and as
he does the stars disappear from the sky.

He tells

us that it was an illusion which he caused by covering up his lantern, and letting the rays of light
play upon the stone crystals overhead.
In one portion of Mammoth Cave we come upon

him up, without any bodily harm, he said that he

never desired to repeat the experiment. The pit is
eighty-some feet in depth, and the exploration of its
rocky depths in the darkness of the cave was certainly a dangerous undertaking.
There are many other underground halls of weird
beauty, and interest, such as the Giant’s Coffin, the
Dead Sea, the Fairy Grotto, or Lake Lethe, a broad

basin of water some ninety feet high; but we'll have
to leave them for some other time.
So now let’s leave the dark and gloomy Mammoth
Cave through a passageway that is called the Cork-

a little deserted village of roofless stone cabins,

screw.

where a quarter of a century of so ago, a number of

into the sunshine, it feels as though we were stepping from an “ice cellar” into a Turkish bath. We

consumptives took up their living quarters, hoping
to be benefitted by the stationary temperature. It
is said that they entered the cave in the month of

September, and in January
and bloodless from lack of
After this experience we
tomed boat, and go slowly

they tottered out, white
sunlight.
embark upona flat-botdown Echo River. The

rock ceiling, under which the water flows, is so low

When at last we step out of the darkness

pause for a moment near the entrance of the cave

to accustom our eyes to the sunlight, and grow used
to the warm wind which at first feels hot and sticky
after the pure, cool temperature of the underground
world. We finally cross our rocky platform and
turn our backs upon the open mouth of the great
cavern.

“Shakespeare has served me best. Few living
friends have had upon me an influence so strong
for good as Hamlet or Rosalind. The next book, in
order of time, to influence me, was the New Testa-

ment, and in particular the Gospel According to
St. Matthew. I believe it would startle and move
anyone if he could make a certain effort of imagination and read it freshly like a book, not droningly
and dully like a portion of the Bible.”
—Robert Lous Stevenson,
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Our Modern Music
e By Richard Williams
Dick essays to tell us why sentimental

songs are sung, and why Preludes in G
Minors and Symphonies in F Majors
are not appreciated. He comments on
the short life of jazz compositions and
tells us that “Annie Doesn't Live Here
Any More.”

(jeveratty

when one turns on the radio

these days, there almost immediately emerges
a blend of noise and melody which causes the older

generation to move to a spot of vantage far re-

moved from the radio, while the younger generation draws closer with eager ears and tapping feet.
The dictionary will tell you that jazz is a type of

ragtime music played in a lively, often boisterous
manner. But what the dictionary will not tell you
is that jazz (rather a raucous sounding word, isn’t
it?) is unique in the history of music, and probably
the most popular among the masses of any music
in modern times.
One wonders what Caesar, Henry VIII, and Napoleon did with no jazz to pep them up. Probably
they had it in some form, for it seems hard to believe that human nature has changed so much from
that time to this.
Popular songs have a singularly short life. After
a song has been on the market for approximately a
month or so, no one remembers the music or the

words.

How may of you readers recall anything

about “Home,” or “Good-night, Sweetheart,” two

extremely popular songs of a couple of years back?

It is rather sad that while a song may be on everybody’s lips to-day, to-morrow it will be discarded,

even as yesterday’s flowers.
Last summer, most radio programs sounded like
weather forecasts, with the constant playing and
replaying of “Stormy Weather.” The “Lazybones”
struck the public fancy, and everybody hummed the
story of the indolent “cullud” gentleman. The past
fall, “The Last Round-Up” blew in, and this clever

cowboy song was an instantaneous success.
As this is written, “Did You Ever See a Dream
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Walking?” a rather foolish title, but a catchy tune,
is amusing the public along with the more humorous ditty, “Annie Doesn’t Live Here Anymore.”
And by the time you read this, some new song-hit
will be here for crooners to massacre. And so it
goes.
Just what the appeal of the popular song is, which
makes millions of people the world over hum the

same tune, makes them laugh or cry, and permits
crooners to lull them to happiness, is a matter of
conjecture. It shows evidently that almost all of
us are musical-minded.
2
Preludes in G Minors and Symphonies in F Majors are too deep, and sober, and serious for many.

so they turn to the light, inconsequential popular
song. On the whole, jazz is of a cheerful nature,
and has peppy tunes that appeal to many who want
to forget their troubles and cares for a little while.
There is more of the artistic in the melodies of
the popular songs than in the lyrics. Occasionally
some clever little song, such as “Annie Doesn’t
Live Here Anymore,” comes along, but there are
many that are so sloppily sentimental that they
cause many who enjoy good music to turn away in
disgust.

The reason for all these songs, dripping with
droplets of love, is that statistics of the muisc business show that over eighty per cent of the sheet

music and records of popular songs are purchased
by young girls from sixteen to twenty years of age.
And it is to these the song writers cater.
But in the past few months, it has been the songs
that expressed some new idea, some novelty of

thought, that have been most popular. “Shuffle Off
to Buffalo” was probably the most popular song of
1933, for that very reason.
So there you are! Like it or not, this modern
music has caught the public fancy, and is here to
stay for a good while. Let us conclude with an
earnest prayer to Allah, that 1934 will see a dearth
of sentimental crooners and “Blues” songs.

College Clippings
@ By Jack the Clipper

] did not not know before that—
A resident student at the Catholic University
of America who fails in one or more subjects in
one month forfeits, or has restricted his right to

leave the campus, or to participate in extra-curricular activities on the campus during the following
month.
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A recent survey in an eastern university showed
that 60 per cent of the students sleep at least three
hours of classes every week.
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A junior in the college of engineering at the University of Nebraska accumulates enough revenue
repairing watches to put him through college.
ew eee
The Creighton Law School has a tradition that
the student making the dumbest “wise crack” is
awarded a derby, which he possesses for one week
Se
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Blue caps are worn by freshmen at Duke University. Freshmen who are guilty of freshness or
snootiness are forced to wear yellow caps to distinguish them from the less naughty yearlings.
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Students of Amherst
hymn to be sung at the college chapel.
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Included in Miami’s student body are 129 students from 68 colleges and universities in the United
States.
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The United States Government spends forty-two
cents a day to feed a sailor and only thirty-one cents
a day to feed a soldier.
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The first American boy to work his way through
college was Zachariah Bridgen, who entered Harvard in 1653. His job was “ringinge the bell and
waytinge.”
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According to Dean Irwon at Hood College, picking teachers is as difficult as picking wives.
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Fully 1725 of the 2047 students at Arizona University have automobiles. The weekly gasoline and
oil bill for these cars was estimated to be $3,500.
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Prof. Lee Travis at the University of lowa placed
ping pong on the curriculum in his speech clinic as
part of the program to cure stuttering.
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Alaska’s mining school at Fairbanks has attracted students from Washington and Oregon, a
distance of more than 3,000 miles.
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Dr. J. F. Doneboo, an alumnus of Washington
and Jefferson, has seen the last 210 football games
played by teams representing his alma mater.
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A professor at Columbia University, whose class
is open only for graduate students and high school
teachers, points out that they are guilty of the same
faults for which they lecture students in their own

Fourteen police dogs guarded the doors of Berkeley theatres against the gate crashers from the
University of California.
41s,
8
Freshmen at Johns Hopkins rigged up a short

classes.

wave radio station to broadcast the whereabouts of

they spend so much time in developing their bodies.

sophomores to cruising freshmen in cars the night
of the freshmen banquet.

er
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Elmira College (N. Y.) strictly feminine for 78

years, decided to become co-educational to accommodate the men who would otherwise be unable to
go away to school.
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At West Point the rising hour has been changed
from 6:20 to 5:20.
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President Neilson of Smith College, formerly a
Harvard professor, claims that college men lack

mature understanding of art and literature because
‘1. he ke 4s
The catalog of the Oklahoma A. and M. College

lists a course, “Nut Culture,” with this explanation:
“Study of pecans, walnuts, etc., not maniacs.”
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University of Oregon co-eds apparently are
lighter eaters than men students. A survey shows
meals at fraternity houses cost 15 cents each per
man, while a co-ed’s meal costs but 9 cents in sororities.
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The Stadium Spectator
e By Jim Brown

I NTEREST in Lou Tschudi’s University of Dayton basketball squad is now at the well-known
“berlin pernt,” and all because in two games played,
the Flyers have shownashifty and nifty “pinwheel”
offense and an unique defense, totally different from
previous Flyer teams.
Against Alfred Holbrook, T’schudi’s cagers set
something of a modern U. D. record when they
rolled up 52 points in downing the Lebanon crew.
The offense and defense clicked in rhythmic fashion
and the outcome was merely a matter of time.

OHIO STATE
Ohio State, co-champion of the Big Ten last season and a general favorite to repeat, was a rather
stiff opponent for the Hilltoppers. Coach Olsen’s
Buckeyes seemingly had little trouble in running

up 47 points on Dayton while the latter could garner but 25.
Perhaps the magic letters O-H-I-O on the manly
bosoms of the visitors had more thana little to do
with the downfall of the Red and Blue, but there

was no question in anyone’s mind but that State
had a great team, and it would take nothing short

of a miracle to bring victory to Dayton.
FLYERS START
Standing out in the State game were Stan Corbett, Bob Payne, and Jim McCarthy. Corbett deserves the greatest of praise for his yeoman hand-

ling of the visitor’s giant pivotman, Ted Rosequist.
McCarthy proved a thorn in the Buckeye tree by
his persistent and accurate basket shooting, but
“Jumbo Jim” drew four personal fouls midway in

the second half and was forced to leave the game.
THE CROWD
Not since 1915 has any U. D. major sport team
met a Western Conference foe, and so the novelty
as well as the promise of a good game enticed some
1500 spectators to the Coliseum on New Year’s
night.
It wasn’t a noisy crowd nor was it a particularly
quiet one. It was a typical exhibition crowd, 1500
people hoping for the best; expecting and receiy-

ing the worst, but seeing a good show just the same.
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BUCKEYE PERSONALITIES
Colburn, Bob; a bashful little fellow with blond

hair and a bulging midriff.
Padlow, Max; a twentieth century Apollo. Magnificent of stature and ruggedly handsome.
Rosequist, Ted; Whataman! A mammoth Scan-

dinavian with the bodily contour of Eric the Red.
Conrad, Blackie; big, powerful, slow, deliberate.

Good natured, overgrown boy.

Beitner, Bill; the pride of Dover high. He made
good in the city. Rather short and stocky, but fast
as lightning.
Olsen, Harold G.; big man with his development
showing most at the belt-line. Approaching baldness, with a distinct physical likeness to Dayton’s
former congressman, Roy G. Fitzgerald.
TSCHUDI GAZES INTO THE CRYSTAL
An informal interview with Lou Tschudi, coach
of the Red and Blue basketeers, reveals that the

mite mentor is more than satisfied with his team’s
showing to date, and he is not slow in prophesying
that the future looks bright.
Such optimistic notes from a basketball coach, or
any coach for that matter, sounds just as innovative as the system the present coach uses.
The stiffest opposition on the ’33-’34 chart, according to Tschudi, will be supplied by Earlham,
Toledo, St. John’s, and Wittenberg. Considering
the accuracy of Lou’s former predictions, especially
when he stated that Ohio State and Bowling Green
would be two of a kind, Flyer followers can accept
his word, sans the proverbial grain of salt.
WATCH EARLHAM
Tschudi doesn’t need his magic crystal in calculating the power of Slim Gullion’s Earlham team,
because anyone who saw the Quakers in action last
season, and realizing that three of those regulars
are back in action this year, know that Indiana, the

state of basketball champs, has thrown another
champion into the middle-west machinery.
The innovative system of offense, as taught by
Tschudi this year, acted as a stumbling block to
the Flyers early in the campaign, but now it seems
certain that the cagers have caught the swing of

the thing and will make things hum in Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan court circles.

Joe Spatz
BAKERY

ALOIS MAYER
FRANK C. SCHULZE

Pp. A. ENGLER
CHARLES BERECZ
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